WAYS TO DETERMINE YOUR RING SIZE

WARNING  Since ring size measurements are very precise it is important to follow these instructions carefully. You MUST PRINT this chart. It will NOT work if you try to measure directly from the monitor. Please note this chart represents ring sizes for the US & Canada.

Make sure this 8.5" x 11" page has printed at the correct size by comparing the ruler or credit card on the right to an actual ruler or credit card. If the sizes don’t match exactly, make sure that you are printing at full size by unchecking any boxes in your printer settings that refer to “Page Scaling” or “Fit to Page”. When you have confirmed that this printout is the correct size, use either of the guides on the right to determine your ring size.

1 MEASURE FINGER WITH PAPER SIZER

→ Cut out the sizing guide below.
→ Wrap the ring sizer around the knuckle of the finger (this will ensure that the ring will slide comfortably onto that finger). Start by placing the “star” end of the strip on your finger, then wrap the arrow end around until the fit is snug.
→ The number closest to the arrow point is your ring size. Hash marks between the numbers represent half sizes. When in doubt, move up to the next larger size.

CUT OUT AND WRAP AROUND FINGER

2 MEASURE YOUR CURRENT RING

If you already have a ring that is the correct size and just need to know what size it is, use the diagram below. Place your ring on top of each circle until the inside of the ring matches the outside of the circle. When in doubt, move up a size.

Questions? Call us TOLL FREE: 866-829-8600  Email us at: sales@exceldiamonds.com